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|WHY BRAND IDENTITY|
The purpose of this guide is to create continuity in the Live Oak brand.  We want to have a look, feel and 
vibe that can be easily identified.  We want to communicate who we are even in the smallest details. 

Live Oak will have an overall brand, and each ministry within will eventually have its own brand. The looks 
of all of ministries should be likened to "being sisters," not identical twins, but definitely sisters.

|the LIVE OAK look|
>These are helpful parameters for print and when working with a graphic artist<

>KEY WORDS: clean lines and modern; not fussy or cluttered; lots of white space

>FONT
Always San Serif fonts (this not this).
"Go to" fonts: Helvetica, Helvetica Light, Arial, Century Gothic, Roboto Light, US 101, Coutour and 

Mixolydian Titling RG, Oswald

>COLORS 

Live Oak RED (is actually the same as TTU red.) 
Pantone: 186
CMYK: 0/100/100/20
RGB 204/0/0
Web safe: CC0000
Hex: CC0000

True White 

True Black

Accent with Light Grey
Pantone: 
CMYK: 0/0/0/20
RGB 204/204/204
web safe: CCCCCC
Hex: cccccc

>>As far as the physical look of Live Oak<<
clean and modern
"the Apple Store and the Bass Pro Shop had a baby"
reclaimed wood
grays and taupes, blacks with accents of Live Oak red
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|BEST PRACTICES|
>Do not use hand written signage!  It communicates last minute, not prepared and it doesn't look
professional.

THE SOLUTION?
Create a template you always have on-hand, that you can edit as needed and print, even on the fly. 
Put your ministry name and logo in the bottom corner for a really polished look.

>Think through all the on-going signage you need on a regular basis (such as "CHECK IN HERE" or  "Small
Groups This Way").  Print them up on quality paper and/or laminate and/or have print professionally on
plastic.

>Make sure your ministry has a transparent background version of your main logo.  Also have a solid
black on transparent and a solid white version on Transparent. Put this on everything, even pictures you
post on social media.  You can use the transparency gradient to create a nice watermark look with your
logo. (iWatermark, Picmonkey)

|HOW TO THINK ABOUT YOUR GRAPHIC NEEDS|
When you need a logo to brand your ministry:
THINK:  Is this an evergreen logo or is this a temporary logo?

An EVERGREEN logo, means it will be used on an on-going basis. 

-It brands something important and lasting in your ministry.  This needs to be "on the money," done well
and made in the correct and needed file types.
-It is ok to be picky and specific about an evergreen logo.
-You will want to invest time and money into this type of logo.
-Having a graphic designer you trust is key.  OPTIONS: You can utilize a volunteer who specializes in
graphic design. You can contract an artist. You can utilize a service like Fiverr, being willing to pay more
so you can be quite specific.
-Good up-front communication is absolutely key.  Artists need specific boundaries!  Share with them a
collection of images and designs that convey the look or feel of what you are wanting.
-An evergreen logo for your ministry most definitely needs to look like a "sister" of Live Oak's main look.
-Because we want continuity with Live Oak's overall look, please consult with the Creative Director in the
development of these logos

A TEMPORARY LOGO, means it will brand a one time event or moment in your ministry.  

-These still need to be done well, but you have more "play" with it.
-A $5 Fiverr gig will probably work fine. Could be accomplished by someone with a good eye but who
isn't necessarily a graphic designer by trade.
-You have more wiggle room as far as branding goes.  Doesn't have to be a "sister" to the Live Oak main
look.  But it is a good idea to incorporate at least a watermark of your ministry's main logo into the design!
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|GRAPHIC HELPS|

If you want your graphic to print to ____ size, it must be 
____ image size.

PRINT QUALITY:
You want 300 Dpi for printing.  
Images for the web can be lower dpi, but be sure to check how it looks

SOCIAL MEDIA IMAGE SIZES: 
Instagram: posts 1080 x 1080; profile image 110 x 110
Facebook: cover photo 851 x 315; profile image 180 x 180; Shared image 
1200 x 630
Twitter: header photo 1500 x 500; profile pic 400 x 400; in stream photo 440 x 
220

ppt slide                  1024 x 768 pixels
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FILE FORMATS NEEDED?

If your project is Evergreen ask for:
EPS or Ai file, which allows another graphic artist to come in a resize and alter if needed.  Consider 
this the raw file type. NOte that if you do not possess graphic deisgn software you will not be able to 
open this file and look at it.
a PDF (best for printing)
a PNG (allows for transparent background) 
jpg (great for web, can use for print but watch for quality)

Temporary logos: be sure to have jpeg for web and a PDF for printing.  Would not hurt to ask for a 
PNG with transparent background

FOR ALL LOGOS: think about where you will be using it.  Ask for those sizes up front!  Here is a sample 
of what I ask for with our series logos:

1636 x 692 (website)
square (IG and all of social media)
FB  851 x 315 (cover photo for LO page)
488 x 688  website
1024 x 768 (this is standard ppt size)
Words only of the logo on transparent (one white and one black)

|HELPFUL HACKS FOR THE AVERAGE PERSON|
Online graphic design sites:

1. Picmonkey.com:  I call it the "poor man's photoshop".  Not nearly as complex, but you can really
cheat your way into some nice graphic design.  Generates jpeg and png files.  There is a free
version that is very helpful and an upgrade for $4.99/month.  If you use it a lot, its a good deal and
you get a big bang for your buck. Most of our preservice slides are made on Picmonkey.

2. Canva.com:  A lot like Picmonkey but actually has pre-made templates you can use, where you
change the color and the wording.  This is a great site for the novice!  I have a non-profit
subscription and you are welcome to tag on.  Some elements of canva are pay-per-use ($1 per
element) but you can come out completely free quite easily.

3. iWatermark:  an app for $1.99.   This is an easy way to pop your logo on top of anything prior to
posting.

4. Acrobat Pro DC (14.99/month) You can create beautiful PDFs, edit existing PDF's, create
documents for digital siganatures.  (This document was made on Acrobat Pro)
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